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We champion the power of vocational
technology to improve skills for work
Dominic Gill,
Chair of Trustees

Our strategy

If ever there was a year for Ufi

Our partnerships – always hugely important to us –

to step up its engagement, 2020

became a bridge to an even wider community where we

was that year. We have always

could share expertise and support those on their journey to

Over the following pages we share some of the

been passionate advocates

blended and digital learning. It has been quite a ride.

highlights from the year, grouped around the four

for digital tech and its ability to

Ufi’s 2020 grant programmes, together with the guidance

pillars of the Ufi Strategy. We’ve also included stories

change the life chances of those furthest

and support provided to recipients, have already begun to

from some of the organisations we’ve worked with.

away from learning and work. Suddenly the pandemic cast

have an impact. Our practical approach, our understanding

a spotlight on all the underlying issues and gave us a new

of what works through the trial and error of our demonstrator

platform from which to share the knowledge we have been

programme and our flexibility as a funder allowed us to

building up over the last few years. Rather than being a

support innovation right across the sector.

‘nice to have’, digital delivery of learning in some form became
an essential part of many providers’ thinking, and we were

But that wasn’t all. In the Ventures space, there was also rapid

there to help.

change, with the world opening up to digital solutions as never

Providing
resoures
to catalyse
change

Innovative
tech for adult
vocational
learning

Making
change
now

before. Our new investments are an exciting addition to our
portfolio, with more in prospect for the future. Our 100% for

Change
for a bettter
future

Impact commitment, which was a new element of our 2019
strategy, rapidly developed and is now fully operational.

Building the
VocTech
community

In this, our first published Annual Review, the Ufi Trustees
and I want to celebrate the achievements of the whole Ufi
team and our wider network of experts, partners, projects
and investments. Their commitment and resilience has
paid dividends this past year. And there is more to come.

Bringing
people
together

Supporting
the market

Developing VET
professionals
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The year in facts
and figures...

52

Rebecca Garrod-Waters,
Chief Executive
I am incredibly proud of all we

Our Ventures team have again had a busy year looking in

have achieved in the past year,

depth at several market sectors and making three new

despite the many challenges

investments in 2020, with more in the pipeline. Our portfolio

facing us all. And whilst some of

now contains some exciting prospects that are themselves

this report rightly celebrates our

winning awards for their innovation and growth.

COVID response, we believe our greater
achievement has been to reflect on those experiences

We also achieved our ambitions to better align our invested

and create a new, future-focused offering.

funds with our mission and social objectives, as part of our
wider commitment to being thoughtful about the impact of

We know that the communities who are not traditionally well

everything we do.

served by mainstream vocational skills and training provision
are probably more at risk than ever from being excluded from

In 2020 we also published the findings of an independent

education and training and being able to access employment.

evaluation of the impact of our first five years as a grant

These learners have always been at the heart of the Ufi

funding charity. Read more here: ufi.co.uk/latest/impact-

strategy and we wanted to be sure we were having the best

summary-report.

possible impact.
Ufi is a relatively small organisation with a disproportionately
One direct result of this thinking was the VocTech Challenge,

large effect on the sector. We are effective not just by doing

where we explored how and where we can best use our

things ourselves – we create the right conditions where others

resources to make change happen. The VocTech Challenge is

can also succeed.

a major initiative for Ufi – the outcomes of which will help
shape our activities for the coming years.

I’m hugely proud of what has been achieved by Ufi, the
organisations we work with and fund, and the wider

Our Grants team pulled out all the stops to go from a standing
start to a fully operational VocTech Now call within a matter of
weeks. We always knew we were a lean and efficient
organisation, but we also proved we could be agile and
responsive when the moment came.

VocTech community.

new VocTech
innovations funded

£750k
£1.2m

100%
mission aligned

early-stage companies

£2.1m

grants awarded
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Change for a
better future
Joe Ludlow, Impact Investment Director, and
Gabrielle Smith, Finance Director, look to a
more sustainable future with our 100% for
Impact strategy.
In 2020 we announced the mission-alignment of our

We’ve moved from being a charity that invested the

investment portfolio using frameworks from the UN

vast majority of our capital with the sole aim of making

Sustainable Development Goals, marking the culmination

money (to fund our charitable activities), to one which

of five years’ work on our journey to impact investing.

seeks to further our mission via all of our assets. This
gives us even greater opportunity to effect change by

Our aim is to achieve impact within major social and economic

investing in organisations that speak to our core belief

themes, aligned to the UN Sustainable Development Goals,

in the transformative power of digital technologies.

including educational technology, robotics and automation,
gender equity, smart mobility, smart cities, and digital health.

We have made progress and achieved real impact much
more quickly than we expected and are pleased to share

This means that our c.£50m fund now has a holistic

what we have learned with others seeking to make the

framework across all our funding instruments – grants, venture

same journey through our ‘how we did it’ document.

Case Study:
BEAM
Hana was homeless,

investment and investment capital - to support vocational

and raised £3,630 for her

educational technology and have a positive social impact.

training from 579 supporters. She’s now
working full-time as a beautician.
Ufi grant funding enabled Beam to develop
its online platform from proof of concept
to full roll out. The platform crowdfunds
employment training for people who are
either homeless or at risk of homelessness,
removing financial barriers to gaining skills.
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Building the
VocTech Community
We can’t achieve our mission alone.
Jane Holmes, Head of Grant Programmes,
and Caroline O’Donnell, Project Account
Manager, look back on a busy year of
working with our grant funded projects.

Speed dating
Jane’s online ‘Speed Dating’ workshop with our VocTech
Seed 20 cohort will live long in the memory as a fantastic
example of how it is possible to use tech to replicate and
enhance the face to face networking sessions we had
organised in previous years.

catalyse change by reaching out, influencing, engaging
and working with others who can help us achieve our

the amount of support, networking, inter-related
opportunities and so on. So much more than just
financial support!”
Katie Cockburn, Professional Services Director,

There’s so much more to Ufi than the grants we give out
and the investments we make. Our long-term goal is to

“This is the best thing about Ufi as a funder –

User testing in a pandemic

WAMITAB

Project Account Manager Mahreen ran a workshop for all

vision of change at scale, so that more people can get

our projects as user testing in lockdown became an issue

the skills they need to get a job or progress in work.

common to all our projects. The range of creative and
practical responses that our projects came up with was

We work with our grant funded projects in cohorts to give our

truly impressive.

projects the best chances of success, offering them:
access to expertise that may be missing from their team
a chance to expand their networks
different perspectives on the challenges they are tackling
We know we can’t achieve our mission alone, so we did
a lot of different things in 2020 to build the VocTech
Community, even when we couldn’t be physically together.

Communities of Practice
Our VocTech Now cohort was supported by a lively
online community of practice, able to call upon the
expertise of Ufi’s network of freelancers. This enabled
the cohort to rapidly adopt online delivery at the start of
the first national lockdown. Some of the learnings from
their experience were shared in a special edition of the
VocTech Podcast, VocTech Now: Three College Stories,
Responding to the Pandemic.

Case Study:
Sea Cadets
Over 20,000 young
people have engaged with
WayPoint, the Sea Cadets Portal, allowing
them to keep their community motivated
to keep on learning when going out to train
became impossible during lockdown.
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Making
change now
Sarah Axon, Grants Manager, and Louise
Rowland, Deputy CEO, reflect on Ufi’s rapid
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, including
the launch of VocTech Now.
2020, with all its challenges, provided an opportunity for Ufi to

VocTech Now
fund in figures...
Through all of this, we maintained our support for our
ongoing portfolio of projects that were themselves reeling
from the effects of lockdown.

Impact of VocTech Now –
A Snapshot

consolidate all that we have achieved since 2013 and bring our
practical experience of what works to a wider audience that
had a pressing need to adopt digital learning for the first time.

CPC Link Ltd built an app to deliver mandatory Periodic

By launching the VocTech Now fund, Ufi helped address the

to drivers of goods vehicles and passenger vehicles.

needs of key workers urgently needing to upskill; those most
impacted by remote geography; and a wide range of

Driver Certificate of Professional Competence (CPC)
The app also offers proof of completion and identity to
enforcement authorities.

600

individual applicants

37

£
over

over

£695k
grant funding

training providers and
sector bodies supported to
rapidly move to digital provision
and support the sector to transition

vocational learners across the UK whose learning had been
interrupted by the pandemic.
Seeing the scale of the demand and understanding the
magnitude of the journey that our projects were embarking on,
we launched our How To webinars, where we further
supported smaller training organisations to understand what
‘good’ looks like in digital learning, so they could tackle their

South West College in Belfast used funding to create an
expert-led health and social care 24/7 digital content
hub to empower young learners on new experiences
such as end-of-life-care. This helped frontline teams and
learners manage anxiety during peak COVID scenarios.

25 webinars

‘How To...’

1,500 trainers

accessing ‘How To...’ webinars

own online transformations.
Our projects with the Association of Colleges, Holex, GTA
and AELP offered immediate support to their communities

Barnardo’s developed a virtual learning environment to

and have created a lasting legacy of resources to continue

ensure that disadvantaged and vulnerable young people

to promote the effective deployment of VocTech.

were able to continue developing vital employment skills
throughout the COVID pandemic.
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“The support given by Ufi marked a milestone for our organisation. It enabled
us to stay connected to our service users, who are often living in poverty and
experiencing domestic abuse, through online learning during lockdown. We are
now able to provide a wider, more accessible platform for learners and service
users so that they can access support during a time when they are at their most
vulnerable. This project is making a real difference to people’s lives.”

Looking ahead
The pandemic turbo-charged digital learning and in

What can we
expect in the future?

Threshold DAS

2020 suddenly everyone had to use online learning tools:
teachers, learners, employers, trainers, school

Blended learning will become the norm, optimising the

children and their parents.

learning experience for the learner, and freeing teachers
and trainers to encourage, inspire and set the conditions

Arguably this would not have been possible had

for learning.

the pandemic come even five years earlier. But

Case Study:
Sempai

developments such as video conferencing, better

AI offers the potential to educate and train everyone

connectivity and the ubiquity of mobile phones meant

uniquely through personalised and adaptive learning.

that the tools to create and deliver digital learning were

Data driven approaches can also deliver push

already in place. We saw from the response to our

techniques, such as nudge learning and spaced-practice,

In 2020 we were pleased to

webinars that there was a hunger for learning creators

as well as instant feedback, support and scaffolding

expand our VocTech Ignite

to know more about how to use the tools they already

in learning.

programme. This offers access

had to hand. Additionally, there was already a whole

to expertise and coaching to help organisations

younger generation completely familiar with interacting

VR offers the opportunity for a safe place to practice

really understand what they need to do to

online, and increasingly familiar with technology that

activities too risky or too expensive to practice in real

determine whether a VocTech solution is the right

can support learning.

life. AR shows its value as a performance support tool,

way forward for their idea. This invitation-only

helping learners to apply what they have learned in

programme is for projects where we see real

the workplace.

potential in their idea but are not yet ready for
VocTech Seed funding.

2020 was a tipping point for
the mass take up of digital
learning and one from which
we are not going back.

Sempai used VocTech Ignite support to shape
their thinking about how to develop their Digital
Lean Toolkit app. They had a great idea, strong
employer links and really understood their learner
needs. Ufi was able to offer technical expertise so
the team could work out whether an app was the
way forward or not. You can watch Sempai
chatting about their experience with one of
our Project Account Managers on our
YouTube channel.
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Supporting
the market
Ufi Project Account Managers Mahreen
Ferdous and Manjinder Sangha share news
of a busy year of partnership building.

Communities of
Practice with the
Association for Learning
Technology (ALT)

An important part of Ufi’s Theory of Change is how we

VocTeach with the
Open University and Jisc
VocTeach has a simple mission: to connect further
education teachers and vocational educators with the best
teaching resources available in an easily accessible way.

can work in partnership with others in the sector to create

#AmplifyFE launched in October 2020, providing

the conditions in which sustainable change can happen.

professionals in the further education and vocational sectors

During 2020, Ufi supported the Open University to develop a

During 2020, we worked with partners on two important

with a strong networking community for them to share,

proof of concept to help realise this mission, initially supporting

initiatives that have led to long-term commitments to

collaborate and learn.

educators by curating and recommending the resources

work collectively to make an even bigger impact.

needed to teach English and Maths Functional Skills.
It enables vocational teaching staff to acquire, develop
and share the digital skills they need. The ultimate

Resources from providers, examining bodies and publicly

aim is to catalyse change in how blended learning is

available tools and content, are verified by expert educators

delivered across the UK so that significant scale can be

and through the ratings and reviews of the users. This ensures

achieved in digital vocational learning for adults.

that the best resources are shared and easily accessed.

“The past year has given many learners their first

“It’s good to have resources organised by level, and

taste of online learning in a global crisis. Now we are

by skill descriptors within each level so that teachers

moving to design a better blended experience for

can easily select the resources best suited to the

everyone in further and vocational education. Sharing

skills they are focusing on teaching. This will make

expertise and developing the necessary skills is key to

it easy to personalise learning as well by selecting

success as we scale up the intelligent use of learning

resources for different learners based on their

technology. AmplifyFE helps connect all the excellent

individual needs.”

and inspiring examples of practice and specialist
communities with those who need that expertise and

FE Teacher involved in VocTeach user testing

advice, including new teachers and trainers.”
Maren Deepwell, CEO,
Association for Learning Technology (ALT)
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Ufi Ventures
Joe Ludlow, Impact Investment Director, and
Alex Bishop, Investment Manager of Ufi
Ventures, tell us more about the team and pick
out some of their achievements in 2020.

Keep in touch with Ufi Ventures by signing up to
The Bulletin: ufi.co.uk/ufi-ventures/bulletin

We’ll undoubtedly be refreshing our view of the VocTech

2020 investments...

investment landscape at the end of what will be a defining
period in the future of work and workforce development.
Sonicjobs
What sets Ufi Ventures apart from other investors?

Uses highly innovative technology to help

Our impact mission, our charitable trust status and

job seekers recognise the skills they have,

What does Ufi Ventures do and how do they do it?

expertise in the VocTech sector make us a bit different.

to find and apply for jobs

We invest between £150k and £1m in early-stage companies

Companies often want us as a sector focused investor.

Helps develop new skills to improve

that are building digital technologies to give people and

employability and career progression

businesses the skills needed for work. We run an investment

Ufi is funded by its own capital – we are a long-term investor

process where companies can apply for funding at any time.

with an interest in social impact as well as creating a financial
return. We invest in seed stage companies, often as the first

Learning Labs’ FlashAcademy

Who are Ufi Ventures here for?

institutional funder, and we help our portfolio to be ready to

We are here to accelerate the growth of early-stage

raise further institutional capital.

A combination of lessons, games,

vocational skills needed for work. Our core audience is the

How have things changed over 2020?

in becoming more confident in using English

start-up community, where we find companies to invest in.

COVID-19 threw a light on, and exacerbated,

companies building out technologies that support the

long-term inequalities in our society and we’re keen to
Our secondary audience is the investment community

see the energy of the bounceback focused on innovations

consisting of co-investors, angel investors and accelerators

which aim to tackle deep-rooted labour market

and incubators. We make all our investments alongside

disadvantages of geography, gender, race, wealth.

another investor, so it is equally important to us to grow that

Every day we hear another story about the wave of

community of contacts.

innovation in creating the hybrid workplace, we’re
reminded that most people in the UK don’t work from

What does Ufi Ventures value the most?

home. So it’s time to get creative in response to the

We value high quality innovations and applications

serious barriers people are facing in accessing work.

of vocational technology that have clear evidence of
positive impact on users or organisations.

We are excited to explore how Ufi is best placed
to use our ventures investments to help tackle

flashcards and videos to support people
where it is not their first language
Planning to rapidly grow its workplace customer base,
alongside further growing its work in schools

Bodyswaps
A Virtual Reality (VR) learning platform
and content library for businesses to
provide soft skills training
Empowers learners to safely practice skills
and measure progress through a library of
VR role-play simulations

these challenges.
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Stay connected
Visit ufi.co.uk/latest for the latest VocTech news and updates
and sign-up to our community newsletter at ufi.co.uk/connect

Our long-term goal is to catalyse change so that the very best in digital
technologies are helping more people in the UK to develop their skills and
as a result have improved access to, and progress in, work.
Our grant and venture funding programmes are well established and our
VocTech Challenge White Paper in 2021 represented a significant shift in
our position as an influencer within the sector.
We believe it is now the time for Ufi to shape the public debate on how
the very best digital technologies can help tackle the UK skills shortage,
with a particular focus on those less well served by mainstream provision,
the learners who are at the heart of our strategy.

“We know that the UK needs more skilled people, ready
for the future of work. We also know that there is a lack
of understanding about how digital tools can help the UK
improve skills. As a result of this lack of understanding,
the current funding and policies do not sufficiently
support the development and adoption of digital tools
that can give the UK the skills it needs. It is therefore
rewarding to see, in our initial engagement, the
positive reception that innovative technology has when
stakeholders are shown the transformative benefit
VocTech can offer adult learners across the UK.”
Josh Smith, Ufi Public Affairs Officer
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